Replication of passive whole-body linear displacements from inertial cues. Facts and mechanisms.
Using path integration, normal subjects should be able to compute the distance of a traveled path even from the sole inertial sensory input. Blindfolded subjects were submitted to a passive linear forward displacement along 2 to 10 m. Their task was to replicate the traveled distance, still blindfolded, by driving the vehicle they were seated upon using a joystick that controlled linear speed. Subjects replicated both the length and the velocity profile of the passive travel, suggesting that a dynamic record of experienced motion is stored in memory. Even when the replication of passive motion dynamics was made impossible, the subjects could still replicate the displacement. The results are explained by a dynamic feedback model that performs a running comparison between the perceived instantaneous displacement of the ongoing motion and the displacement derived from a spatiotemporal record of perceived passive motion. A multimodal acceleration-related sensory input is transformed into a displacement-related perception through double time-integration.